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AMANN AVIATION PTY LTD and AMANN TRANSPORT INDUSTRIES v.
PAUL TYRELL in his capacity as DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORT

In the supreme Court of the Northern Territory of Australia

Nader J.

18, 21, 25 July and 23 August 1989 at Darwin.

STATUTORY INTERPRETATION - Aviation Act (NT) - parts III
and IV - powers of Director of Aviation to suspend Part III licence - s.14
STATUTORY INTERPRETATION - s.10(1) - power of Director of Aviation to impose conditions upon Part III licences - jurisdiction of Director of Aviation to exercise powers to suspend such licence for breach of licence condition.
STATUTORY INTERPRETATION - s.7 - contravention provision - s.14 - power of Director of Aviation to suspend Part III licence for breach of Act.
STATUTORY INTERPRETATION - construction and interpretation of Regular Public Transport licence.
WORDS AND PHRASES - "conditions" imposed on aviation licences (s.10) - "restrictions" imposed on aviation licences (s.11) - "Regular Public Transport licence".
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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

5
SC No 443 of 1989

AMANN AVIATION PTY LTD
10
First Plaintiff
AND
15	AMANN TRANSPORT INDUSTRIES
Second Plaintiff

AND
20
PAUL TYRRELL in his capacity as DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORT
Defendant
25

CORAM: NADER J
30



35
 



REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 23 August 1989)




This is an action on originating motion by the plaintiffs, Amman Aviation Pty Ltd and Amman Transport
40		Industries [herein collectively called "Amman"] against the Director of Transport [the Director] seeking:

	declaratory relief,
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	an order quashing a notice suspending Amman's licence under part III of the Aviation Act (NT),


	an injunction, or alternatively prohibition, against the

5	Director from suspending or putting into effect the said suspension.


The grounds stated in the originating motion were that the Director had acted on a mistake of law, that he had taken
10		into account irrelevant matters and, additionally or alternatively, he had failed to take into account relevant matters in reaching his decision.	This general statement of grounds was made more specific at the hearing.

15		The potential compass of disputed fact was reduced by the filing of a statement of admission, by Amman:


	That on Saturday 25 February 1989 Aircraft VH-NYL operated by Amman Aviation P/L flew direct from Darwin to

20	Goulburn Island carrying passengers.
	That the abovementioned flight constituted a breach of condition 1 of Air Service Licence No. 1987/249 held by Amman Aviation Pty Ltd.

25
	That the Director of Aviation was satisfied that Amman Aviation Pty Ltd had contravened, or failed to comply with, a condition of the licence held by it.

30		4.	That the procedure contemplated by Section 4(2)(a) and (b) of the Aviation Act was complied with by the Director.


35		Amman was at the material times the holder of Air Service Licence No. 1987/249 issued under the provisions of part III
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of the Aviation Act (NT) (the Act) and	Arnhem Air Charter Pty
I,tg (Arnhem) was the holder of Regular Public Transport Licence No. 1988/273 issued under part IV of the Agt.	Subject to certain exceptions not relevant to the outcome of these
5		proceedings, Amman's licence did not authorize it to carry on charter operations over a route or a section of a route the subject of licence under part IV of the Act.	The suspension of Amman's licence in respect of which relief is sought is the consequence of Amman's carrying on a charter operation not
10		authorized by its licence in that the operation was over a route, or a section of a route, the subject of Arnhem's part IV licence.

It is expedient to look at the relevant provisions of the
15		Act, especially those relating to the powers of the Director to suspend a Part III licence.

To carry on a charter operation except under and in accordance with a licence under Part III is prohibited by
20		section 7 of the Act.	A penalty of $10,000 or imprisonment for 12 months is provided for an offence under the section. Section 10(1) empowers the Director to impose such conditions as he thinks fit in respect of a licence.	Certain conditions are implied in a Part III licence by virtue of section 10(2).
25	Section 7(3) specifies certain conditions of a Part III licence that may be imposed as to routes, timetables, fares and freight rates.




Section 14 empowers the Director, by notice in writing served on the holder of a Part III licence, to vary, suspend or cancel the licence where he is satisfied of any one or more of three matters:
5
	"that the licensee has contravened, or failed to comply with, a provision of the Act relating to a licence held by the licensee;"


10	2.



15
 "that a licence was granted to the licensee on the basis of particulars or information that was false or misleading in a material particular, or that there has been a material change of circumstances since the licence was granted;"
3.	"that the licensee has contravened, or failed to comply
with, a condition of a licence held by the licensee."


20	I have emphasised two phrases for reasons which will appear.


Sometime on or before 13 March 1989, a complaint was made by Arnhem to the Department of Trarsport and Works that an aircraft owned and operated by Amman was used to conduct a
25		charter flight between Darwin and Goulburn Island on Saturday 25 February 1989.	On 13 March 1989, the Director wrote to Amman specifying the allegations.		It was alleged that the flight carried five passengers.	It was further alleged that Darwin and Goulburn Island were ports which formed part of a
30		route duly licensed under part IV of the Act.	The Director's letter said that the charter appeared to constitute a failure by Amman to comply with a condition of its licence and that section 14 of the Act provided that the Director may vary, suspend or cancel a licence issued under part III of the Act
35	where he is satisfied that the licensee has contravened or
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failed to comply with a condition of a licence.


Amman's licence, after specifying what might be called the basic conditions, lists three "Other Conditions".	The
5	first is as follows:

"l.

10



15



20



25



30



35




40



45
 A licence to carry on charter operations does not authorize the licensee to carry on charter operations over a route or a section of a route the subject of a licence under Part IV of the Aviation Act unless: -
	the written consent of the holder of the licence granted under Part IV of the Aviation Act in respect of such route has first been obtained; or
	the charter is for the purpose of carrying any of the following:
	The Administrator of the Northern Territory.	Ministers and the Leader of the Opposition, both Federal and Northern Territory, when the use of RPT services is not appropriate.
	Northern Territory resident Senators, MHR's and Northern Territory MLA's on official duty when the use of RPT services is not appropriate.
	DefencejMedical/Police/Fire/Air Search and Rescue/Aviation Inspectors where the use of charter aircraft is necessary in course of operations and charter travel is necessary for emergency reasons; or
	the flight is necessary to meet the requirements of a formal contract, which has been approved by the Director of Transport; or
	the charter is for the sole purpose of carrying FREIGHT.	No passengers may be carried."


The effect of this "condition" seems to limit the
generality of the scope of the licence: the licence does not extend to license the carrying-on of charter operations over a




route or a section of a route the subject of a Part IV licence.	Simply speaking, it is not a licence for such charter operations.	[There are exceptions to the limitation.] That "condition" is a reflection of the provisions of section
5	11 of the Am;,:



1111.	RESTRICTIONS ON CHARTER OPERATIONS
A licence to carry on charter operations does not,
10		unless it contains a specific provision to do so and subject to the conditions to which that provision is subject, authorize the licensee to carry on charter operations over a route, or a section of a route, the subject of a licence under Part IV."
15

Except for the purpose of providing for "a specific provision" etc, there is no reason for the "condition" to be repeated in the licence.	It can hardly add to the force of the statute.
20

Was it, as the Director contends, a contravention or failure to comply with a condition of Amman's Part III licence for Amman to operate over a section of a route the subject of a Part IV licence?	or, might it not have been merely a
25	possible contravention of section 7 of the Act?


Although the licence restriction appears under the heading "Other conditions", is it appropriate to described it as a "condition"?	Is it rather a restriction reminding the
30		licensee that the licence is not a licence for certain specified activities?	Although the Act provides for conditions to be imposed and others implied (section 10), a
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separate section relates to the restriction (section 11).	It is notable that the latter section does not describe the limitation on licences as a "condition" but rather, as a "restriction".	The distinction in terminology may be
5	significant, and made by the Parliament advisedly.


For example, it would be a breach of a condition of a Part III licence to fail to comply with the provisions of an industrial award [section 10(2)(c)].	rt would be such a
10		breach to fail to comply with a condition imposed by the Director under section 10(1).	If the Director made it a condition of a licence that a specified timetable be observed, a failure to comply with the timetable would be a breach of condition of the licence imposed under section 10(3)(b).
15
However, while a holder of Pa,t III licence who flies over a section of an RPT route may be in contravention of section 7 of the Act, for carrying on a charter operation not in accordance with a licence under Part III, I am not sure
20	that he is in breach of a licence condition.


Although the Director did not rely for power upon a contravention, or failure to comply with, a provision of the Act relating to a licence held by the licensee, if power to do
25		what he purported to do flowed from that head of power [section 14(1)(c)], his imposition of suspension may still have been a valid exercise of power.	Therefore, it may be necessary in an appropriate case to ask whether, if the facts
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relied upon by the Director existed, they constituted a contravention, or failure to comply with, a provision of the AQ.t  relating to a Part III licence.	It is arguable that a provision of the Act relating to the licence of a licensee
5		must be a provision that relates to an existing licence of the licensee whose conduct is in question.	If it were intended to apply to any provision that relates to a licence, actual or possible, the words "held by a licensee" would seem to have no work to do.	The provision may be meant to apply to provisions
10		of the Act that cast some duty upon a licensee by virtue of his particular licence.	It is a contravention, or failure to comply with, a provision of the Act that is in question, not a failure to comply with a condition of the licence, but it may have to be a provision of the Act relating to the licence held
15		by the licensee, not any provision of the Act.	For example, if, by the Act, Amman, as the hold r of a Part III licence, were required to keep certain records, a failure to do so would be a failure to comply with a provision of the Act relating to Amman's licence.
20
However, these questions do not call for answers in these proceedings because Amman's second admission, above, concedes for the purposes of these proceedings that the flight from Darwin to Goulburn Island constituted a breach of condition of
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25		its licence.	If there is any substance in the questions they remain to be raised at another time.

Therefore, I shall proceed on the basis that the admitted
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conduct of Amman did constitute a contravention, or failure to comply with, a condition of its licence.

Having regard to the admissions referred to, there is no
5		issue whether there was a breach of Amman's licence, but only whether the Director acted without jurisdiction in relation to the suspension of the licence.	It was contended by Amman that the Director wrongly shut out from his consideration a matter that it was proper to consider, thereby depriving Amman of an
10	opportunity of a lesser penalty or no penalty at all.


The imposition of a period of suspension of Amman's licence was in the Director's discretion.	There is nothing about the 7 day duration of that period in itself that
15		bespeaks some procedural injustice or significant error of law.

However, Amman says that it is apparent from the correspondence that passed between the Director and Amman (or
20		its solicitors) that the Director misconstrued certain relevant provisions of Arnhem's Part IV licence as a consequence of which he failed to consider a relevant factor in mitigation of Amman's breach of its own licence condition.

25		Arnhem's licence provided 'for route exclusivity of passenger operations over the routes' specified.	The routes were specified as follows:
'3.	The routes shall be between the terminals located






at:


5
 

Darwin, Maningrida, and Milingimbi Darwin, Goulburn Island and Maningrida
Darwin, Croker Island, Goulburn Island and Maningrida'

10		The admittedly offending flight was a charter flight between Darwin and Goulburn Island on Saturday 25 February 1989.		Passengers boarded at Darwin and were carried from Darwin to Goulburn Island.	The route that Amman had originally intended to fly was Darwin - Milingimbi - Goulburn
15		Island.	There were to be 3 passengers for Milingimbi and 3 for Goulburn Island, all to have boarded the aircraft at Darwin.	The passengers for Milingimbi did not arrive at Darwin, therefore the flight became direct flight from Darwin to Goulburn Island with 3 passengers.	Alllillan contended that
20		the planned flight, Darwin - Milin1imbi - Goulburn Island, was not exclusive to Arnhem: "although Arnhem Air Charter do have exclusive routes to these ports, we did not intend to fly direct."	Amman, by its solicitors, wrote, "As you are aware the flight was to fly Darwin - Milingimbi - Goulburn Island.
25		we urge you to accept that this route is not an exclusive route.	Please advise us of your reasons as to why you do not accept that this route is not an exclusive route should that be your view."

30		The Director responded to the foregoing by saying, inter alia, "If the charter flight had been made to Milingimbi with passengers it would have been a charter flight over an
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RPT route without the consent of the RPT licence holder.	You do not allege consent to this flight."	In a later letter the Director said, "I do not agree that the definition of the word 'route' raises significant legal problems.	As stated in my
5		letter dated 26 April 1989 an aircraft operating between two terminals subject to an RPT licence operates over a route
subject to an RPT licence whether or not the aircraft makes
intermediate stops••	. . Even if as you state it was your client's intention to fly passengers from Darwin to Milingimbi
10	this would still constitute a direct flight over a section of an RPT route."

Amman says that, by refusing to accept its assertion that the planned flight, Darwin - Milingimbi - Goulburn Island, was
15		not an exclusive route under Arnhem's RPT licence, he precluded himself from considering a matter of mitigation, namely, that until the very last minute Amman's intention was a lawful one and only the pressure of circumstances arising at the last minute caused it to undertake an unlawful flight.	If
20		it is correct to say that the initially planned flight would not have infringed Arnhem's RPT licence, then, by failing to take that matter into account, the Director would have failed to consider a relevant matter in mitigation.	Whether it would have made any difference to his decision one cannot know.	But
25		Amman argues that it deprived it of the chance of its being taken into account in mitigation.

The question, therefore, is whether the planned flight




was beyond the scope of Al1llllan's licence by reason of being an exclusive route or routes specified in Arnhem's RPT licence, or a section of such a route.	Paragraph 3 of the Schedule to Arnhem's licence (set out above) is introduced by the words
5		"The routes shall be between the terminals located at:" Thereafter there are 3 groups of place names signifying air terminals at those places, each group introduced by a dot. The use of the word "routes" in the plural number, the use of the dots, and the occurrence of certain place names (for
10		example, Darwin and Maningrida) in more than one group of names signify that each dot introduces a separate route. Therefore, I conclude, it was not intended that a chartered flight from any place in any of the groups to any other place in another of the groups would necessarily be a flight over a
15		route specified.	For example, a flight chartered from Milingimbi to Goulburn Island woul not, considered in isolation, be a flight over a route specified.	There is further support for this view in the timetable that forms part of the RPT licence.	The timetable is annexed hereto to help
20		illustrate the point.	Each scheduled flight includes only places on a single specified route: for example, Milingimbi and Goulburn Island, which occur on separate routes, do not occur together in any scheduled flight.

25		It is also material to consider the general purpose of the RPT licence.	The privileges that attach to the licence, including the so-called "route exclusivity", are not a free gift to the RPT operator.	Those privileges are conferred upon
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the operator in return for his taking on the responsibility of providing regular services over his exclusive routes according to a timetable and regardless of whether any particular flight may be financially rewarding to the operator. He may have to
5	fly with empty aircraft over some routes, and with few passengers over others.

One would expect, therefore, that an RPT licence should be construed, insofar as the terms of the licence permit, with
10		the consideration in mind that in return for his privileges the RPT operator is required to provide a public service.	It would defeat the purpose of an RPT licence if the licence holder's privilege could be defeated by a charter operator deviating from a route to land at a place off the route and
15		then returning to the route.	I think that one has to consider whether there has been a infringem,nt in fact into the passenger market that was intended to be conferred exclusively upon the RPT operator.	In deciding whether a charter flight is over a route, one must therefore have regard to the place
20		of departure and the place of termination of the chartered flight.	If a passenger charters an aeroplane to carry him from Darwin to Goulburn Island, the flight that gives effect to that charter is a flight over a section of the second of the three exclusive Arnhem routes, and it matters not that the
25		aeroplane may make one or more intermediate stops.	The two groups of prospective passengers that Arnhem had intended to carry had each sought to charter a flight over a section of an exclusive Arnhem route: one group, from Darwin to Milingimbi
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(a section of Arnhem's first exclusive route), and the other group, from Darwin to Goulburn Island (a section of Arnhem's second exclusive route).	Each intended separate charter, Darwin - Milingimbi and Darwin - Goulburn Island, were
5		charters that infringed Arnhem's RPT licence.	The true character of the charters was not changed by carrying the Goulburn Island passengers to Milingimbi en route to Goulburn Island.	Applying this reasoning, it would not, as I said above, be an infringement of Arnhem's right to carry a
10		passenger on a charter from, say, Milingimbi to Goulburn Island, where those terminals are the beginning and end of the charter.	In any case, no doubt, the court would look at the substance of the charter contract rather than its letter.

15		In each case, therefore, it is necessary to have regard to the terms of the charter contra t: from where, to where is the carrier required by the charter to carry the passenger (the other party to the charter)?	The second question to be answered is whether those places are terminals on an exclusive
20	RPT route.	If so, the charter is not permissible (subject to the prescribed exceptions) by whatever track the charter operator decides to fly from the beginning to the end of the chartered flight.

25		Having regard to the foregoing considerations, I am satisfied that the planned flight, Darwin - Milingimbi - Goulburn Island, would have infringed the rights of Arnhem.
The carriage of passengers on the route segment, Darwin -




Milingimbi, would have been carriage over a section of the first of Arnhem's exclusive routes.	The carriage of passengers from Darwin to Goulburn Island (albeit via Milingimbi) would have been carriage over a section of the
5		second of Arnhem's exclusive routes: those passengers would, in reality, have been carried from Darwin to Goulburn Island. It would have been of no concern to them that there was to be an intermediate landing at Milingimbi.

10		Therefore, it would not have been in mitigation of Amman's breach that its original intention was to take passengers from Darwin, some to Milingimbi and then to proceed with the others to Goulburn Island.	In this respect, I think the Director was correct.
15
It follows that the action must fail.	The originating motion is dismissed.	I order Amman to pay the Director's costs.
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SCHEDULE (continued)



TIMETABLE



Day of	Monday	Monday					Monday Operation		to		&	Weclnesday	Friday	Sunday	Tuesday		to
Saturday	Friday	Saturda


Flight No	333/334	335/336	337/338	341/342	343/344	339/340	109/11
I>A'lWIN	DEP	0830	1400	1400	1400	1830	1400	0800
CROKER IS	ARR	0850
DEP	0910
GOULBURN IS	ARR	1500	0935
DEP	1520	0955
MANINGRIDA	ARR	1000	1545	1945	 	1530*		1020
DEP	1025	1605	2015	1700	1040
MILINGIMBI	ARR	1045	1530	1530
DEP	1100	1600	1600
MANINGRIDA	ARR	1130	1630
DEP	1200	1700
GOULBURN IS	ARR	1630	1105
DF.P	1650	1125
<;RvKER IS	ARR	1150
DEP	1210
DARWIN	ARR	1330	1750	1815	1730	2130	1820	1300
* OPTIONAL MILINGil-{BI SERVICE AS PEQUIRED

